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Abstract

The Harpy connected speech, recognition system is the result of an attempt to
understand the relative importance of various design choices of two earlier speech
recognition systems developed at Carnegie-Mellon University: The Hearsay-I system
and the Dragon system.
(

Knowledge is represented in the Hearsay-I system as

procedures and in the Dragon system as a Markov network with a-priori transition
probabilities between states.

Hearsay-I uses a best-first search strategy of the

syntactic paths while Dragon searches all the possible syntactic (arid acoustic) paths

through the network in parallel to determine the globally optimal path. Hearsay-I uses
segmentation and labeling to reduce the effective utterance length while Dragon is a
segmentation-free system. Systematic performance analysis of various design choices

of these two systems resulted in the HARPY system, in which knowledge is
represented as a finite state transition network but without the a-priori transition
probabilities.

Harpy searches only a few "best" syntactic (and acoustic)' paths in

parallel to determine the optimal path, and uses segmentation to effectively reduce the

utterance length, thereby reducing the number of state probability updates that must
be done.

Several new heuristics have been added to the HARPY system to improve its
performance and speed: detection of common sub-nets and collapsing them to reduce

overall network size and complexity, eliminating the need for doing an acoustic match
for all phonemic types at every time sample, and semi-automatic techniques for
learning the lexical representations (that are needed for a steady-state system of this
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type) and the phonemic templates from training data, thus automatically accounting for

the commonly occurring intra-word coarticulation and juncture phenomena. Inter-word
phenomena are handled by the use of juncture rules which are applied at network
generation time, thereby eliminating the need for repetitive and time consuming
application of phonological rules during the recognition phase.

State transition

probabilities are calculated dynamically . during the recognition phase from speech
dependent knowledge rather than a-priori from statistical measurements.

The system was trained on four similar sets of data that were recorded by four
different speakers. Four sets of acoustic-phonetic templates were produced, one for

each speaker, but only a single phonetic dictionary is used for all four speakers. The
syntactic grammar used for testing the system is a desk calculator task (sometimes

called "voice programming") that contains 37 words and has an average branching
factor of about 11. The system was also tested on another grammar (over the same

37 words) that provided no syntactic support. The Harpy system achieves 88.62

utterance accuracy and runs in 13.1 times real-time

(on a PDP KA-10), with syntactic

grammar constraints, on a set of training data that was recorded separately from but

during the same session as its training data by the same four speakers. The system

achieves 62.07. utterance accuracy in 18.0 times real-time on this same test data
without syntactic constraint. On another set of test data from the same four speakers
that was recorded five months after the training data, the system achieves 70.97.

utterance accuracy in 13.2 times real-time with syntax and 36.77. utterance accuracy in
18.0 times real-time without syntax.

1 1.c., a grammar specification is used that allowed any word

to follow any other word.

The branching factor in this case is 37.
2
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Motivation

The original title of this thesis was "A Comparative Performance Analysis of
Speech Understanding Systems". It was intended to be a study of the various types

and levels of knowledge that are used in speech understanding systems (e.g.,
parametric schemes, acoustic-phonetic evaluation functions, and search strategies) to

determine their relative strengths and weaknesses. One of the objectives of the
original thesis was, after the analysis study, to combine the "good" features of the

systems that were studied to form a system that would have performance

characteristics superior to the others. However, the work on this "hybrid" system
proved to be more interesting than the original analysis study.

The Harpy system evolved from a systematic study of several design choices of

two speech systems previously developed at Carnegie-Mellon University: The HearsayI system (see Erman (1974)) and the Dragon system (see Baker (1975)). These two
systems are of interest because of their contrasting features: model, structure,
performance, and representation of knowledge. The following table shows some of
these features:

Asdel

cooperating parallel
processes

probabilistic function
of a Markov process

knowledge
epresentation

procedures

Markov network
10 milli-second sampli

segmentation
inits of speech
;ignal representation
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search strategy

best-first

all paths in parallel

search time

8-50 times real-time

45-200 times real-time

search time
variation

extremely large

near zero

performance

does not always find

syntax

uses anti-productions
of a BNF grammar
to generate the
syntactic paths to
search

syntax is an integral
structure of the
Markov network

phonetics

uses a phonetic

phonetic
pronunciations
are an integral
structure of the
Markov network,
contains no other
phonetic knowledge

always finds optimum
optimum recognition path, recognition path
Occasionally results in
no. recognition

dictionary and many
"hard-wired" heuristics
to do the phonetic
parsing

acoustics

uses user dependent
phonetic templates
and many "hard-wired"
heuristics for
evaluating the
acoustic signal

uses user dependent
phonetic templates
and a simple
probabilistic
probabilistic function
for evaluating the
acoustic signal

These design choices were carefully studied to determine their relative
strengths and weaknesses.

Goals of the Harpy System

The goals of the Harpy system are to combine the "best" features of the above
"
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two systems with additional heuristics to form a high speed and high performance

system. The features of the Harpy system are:
RPY

dodel

Dynamic programming system-

knowledge

state transition network

epresentation

inits of speech
;ignal representation

segmentation

;earch strategy

a

;earch time

about 10-20 times real-time

;earch time

near zero

"few best" paths in parallel

'ariation
>erformance

nearly always (i.e., more than 997 of the
utterances) finds the optimum recognition path

lyntax

syntax is an integral structure of the state
transition network.

>honetics

Phonetic pronunciations are an integral structure
of the start transition network. Word juncture
t

icoustics

phenomena are also an integral structure of
the network. Contains no other phonetic knowledge.

Uses user dependent phonetic templates and
a simple probabilistic function for evaluating
the acoustic signal. Also contains phonetic duration
heuristics for calculating state transition
probabilities.

Several heuristics and techniques were developed to reduce the network size

and complexity.

Also, new techniques were developed for the semi-automatic

generation (and tuning) of the lexicon and templates that are needed for this type of
"steady-state" system. This tuning has resulted in a vast improvement of the accuracy

of the system.
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Features of the Hearsay-I system

The Hearsay-I system is the result of an attempt to represent the diverse

sources of knowledge needed for speech recognition as procedures. The system is
highly modularized into separate knowledge source procedures. This modularity allows

each knowledge procedure to contain highly specialized heuristics about its own
knowledge. The Hearsay-I system is the product of about 10 man-years of effort from
about five principal contributors. The author is responsible for adding a large amount

of the acoustic-phonetic knowledge to this system. Historically, this was the first
system to be demonstrated live.

Model of the Hearsay-I system

The model of the Hearsay-I system is one of parallel cooperating processes.
The system contains three of these parallel processes (modules): semantics, syntax,
and acoustics. However, for the purposes of comparison with Harpy, only syntax and
acoustics are considered. The search strategy used in the Hearsay-I system is a bestfirst search of the legal syntactic paths

(at

the word level) with backtracking. The

search is driven by syntactic anti-productions which hypothesize words. The acoustics
module verifies these words by either rating them or rejecting them. The search of
the syntactic paths is done in a best-first strategy. See Reddy et a1.(1973) and Erman
(1974) for a detailed example and description of this system.

6

Discussion of the Hearsay-I system

The features of the Hearsay-I system that were considered in designing the
Harpy system are the following:
1) Segmentation of the acoustic signal can effectively reduce the

amount of

speech data searched.
2)

A fast recognition can be achieved by searching a small number of paths
(e.g., one in the case of the best-first search).

3) Backtracking while searching can be costly, especially in a large search

space.

4) Duplication of effort should be avoided (i.e., knowledge gained from past

searching should be used to guide future searching).
5) Heuristic speech knowledge is a useful guide

to mapping and rating words.

»

Features of the Dragon system

The Dragon system was essentially a one-man effort and represents about two
years of work.

The system is interesting because of its simplicity of design, its

mathematical tractability, and its high accuracy performance.

The program code
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contains almost no speech dependent heuristics. The author is responsible for tuning
this system to the point where it is the first system developed at Carnegie-Mellon
University to achieve 1007 accuracy on a set of speech data using only syntactic and

acoustic-phonetic knowledge.

Model of the Dragon system

The model of the Dragon system (See Baker (1975)) is one of a probabilistic
function of a Markov process. The system achieves recognition by updating state
probabilities of a Markov network on every 10 milli-second speech sample. The

network contains all the syntactic and phonetic knowledge used in the system. Inter-

state connections are indicated by a-priori transition probabilities. The network also
contains intra-state a-priori transition probabilities.

Discussion of the Dragon system

The Dragon systems demonstrates that it is possible to build a connected speech
recognition system that achieves better than 857 word accuracy using only syntactic

and acoustic knowledge. More importantly, the system also shows that there is a
search algorithm

(that does

no backtracking) which guarantees a recognition and in a

deterministic amount of time.
The most significant feature of the Dragon system, as compared to most other

8
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current speech recognition systems, is its almost total lack of speech-dependent
heuristic knowledge. Dragon treats speech recognition as a mathematical computation
problem rather than as an artificial intelligence problem.

Features of the Harpy system

The Harpy system is an attempt to combine the best features of the Hearsay-I
system and the Dragon system. Harpy contains a mathematically tractable model, as in

the Dragon system, plus speech-dependent heuristics, as in the Hearsay-I system, for

better performance

and speed

than either of the other two systems. Harpy also

incorporates many new techniques (and heuristics) for increasing its speed and
accuracy. Also, an entirely new semi-automatic system was designed to generate the

lexicon and templates needed for Harpy. The following is a comparison of the two
previous systems and Harpy:

Knowledge

Representation

HEARSAY-I
Procedural
embedding .

Markov

HARPY
Transition

networks

networks

DRAGON

(No a-priori

transition
probabilities)

Search
strategy

best first
with
backtracking
i

all paths
in parallel
with no

"best few"
in parallel
with no

backtracking

backtracking

no

yes
unique
templates

Segmentation

yes

Phonetic
classification

procedural

multiple
templates

Word

procedural

none

Juncture
Knowledge
9

integral

part of
network

Model of the Harpy system

The

model of the Harpy system is

one of a dynamic programming system with

the use of heuristics to reduce the search space, thereby increasing its speed. The
system uses a network that represents not only all legal syntactic paths, but also all
pronunciations of these legal paths. The combined knowledge of syntax and lexicon is

contained within all the legal "syntactic-phonetic" paths of the network. The network
contains inter-state connections, but no a-priori transition probabilities.

»

Segmentation

Reduction of the number of time samples used to update the state probabilities
is accomplished by segmentation of the input data into larger sized. units than the 10
milli-second time samples. The only critical problem involved with doing segmentation
for this type of recognition system is that there must be no missing segments. The
system will map one or more time samples to one network state but it will never map
more than one state to a single time sample. If the global path for an utterance of U

10 milli-second time samples has P states from

initial,

state to final state (P<U), then a

segmentation scheme may produce anywhere between P and U number of segments. If

it produces fewer than P segments, the global path cannot be parsed and therefore

will not be recognized. The fewer segments that are produced (but greater than P, of

10
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course), the faster will be the recognition speed. One measure of efficiency of a

segmenter is how few segments it produces. However, any errors that it makes must

be on the side of too

many rather than too few segments.

The use of segments requires a small change in the recognition algorithm. Since
the segments produced are not of uniform length, the state acoustic-phonemic match
probabilities and the intra-state transition probabilities must be weighted by the
length of the current segment during the recognition process.

The segmentation algorithm used in the Harpy system combines contiguous 10
milli-second speech samples which match to each other within a heuristic threshold to

form a segment. The parameters representing each segment are an average of the
parameters of the samples comprising the segment.

The ratio of 10 milli-second samples to segments that the segmenter produces is
dependent on the acoustic signal. On the average, it is about 3.5. The overhead for

the segmenter takes 1.3 times real-time (i.e., processing time is 13 milli-seconds per 10
milli-second sample). The segmentation scheme gives the Harpy system better than a

three fold speed up.

Search Space Reduction

The speed up philosophy of the Harpy system is to use heuristics to reduce the
calculations and search space as much as possible during the recognition process. To
accomplish this, Harpy uses a dynamic programming scheme to search a network

11
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Performance of the Harpy system

.After the system was tuned on its training data, it was run on its test data. The

test data consist of two large sets each of which contains four smaller sets, one from
each of four speakers. All three sets spoken by each of the four speakers (one
training set and the two test sets) contain the same 20 sentences and 110 words. The

first test set was recorded during the same session as the training set; the second test

set was recorded five months after the training set. No analysis has been done on any
of the errors made by the system on the test data, nor has any attempt been made to
correct these errors. Error corrections were done only on the training set. Each test

set was run in two modes: with syntactic support and without syntactic support. The

network for the latter mode was created by using a BNF

grammar that allowed any

word to follow any other word. The effective syntactic branching factor (the average
number of words that can follow any other word in a sentence) for the runs with
syntax is about 11, and without syntax it is 37. See Goodman (1976) for a complete

treatise on the complexities of these two grammars. The following are the overall
results of the Harpy system on the two sets of test data:
1) WITH SYNTAX
1) NO SYNTAX
2) WITH SYNTAX
2) NO SYNTAX

97.5

88.6

13.1

90.8
93.1
83.5

55.0
70.9

17.8
13.2
18.0

36,7

"!)" and "2)" indicate the immediate and five month test sets respectively. 7.WORDS is

12

representing all legal syntactic paths and all pronunciations of these legal paths but

searches only a few "best" paths in parallel, "Best" is defined by a heuristic threshold

on the probabilities of the states being searched. This allows the system to search a
variable number of paths; many paths where they become confusable and few where
the correct path is "obvious". This reduction in search space results in a speed up of
between 10 to 25 over searching all paths in parallel (as in the Dragon system).

Data Dependent Transition Probabilities

The networks used by the Dragon system contain a-priori constant transition
probabilities

that were calculated from statistical evidence.

These constant

probabilities can cause erroneous transitions since some transitions may be more likely

than others. Harpy uses transition probabilities that are calculated dynamically during
the recognition process from data dependent knowledge (specifically, intrinsic phone
durations).

This greatly reduces the gross errors produced from using constant

transition probabilities.

Network Size Reduction

Several heuristics were developed to reduce the state size and complexity of

the networks. These heuristics are removal of null states, removal of redundant states,
and subsumption of common states. These heuristics can reduce the state size of the
networks by

up to

507.
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7. words correctly recognized, 7UTTS is the 7. utterances correctly identified (i.e., all
words within the utterance are correctly recognized), and TIME is the number of times
real-time needed for recognition. TIME includes 8.4 times real-time for the generation
of the autocorrelation coefficients and the linear predictor coefficients.
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